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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider Hamiltonians of the form 
H= i mkNk+ V(Z, Z), N, = lzA2 (k= 1, 2, . ..) n), (1) 
k=l 
where the wk’s are non-zero real numbers and V(Z, Z) is a convergent 
power series in the variables Z = (zk); = 1, Z = (Zk); = I (Fk = conjugate 
complex to zk) starting with a term of order three and satisfying the reality 
condition 
V(Z, Z) = V(Z, Z). (2) 
The relation between our variables zk and the more usual position and 
momentum variables (xk, yk) is 
(3) 
where the “masses” mk are non-zero numbers with the property &Ok > 0. 
Accordingly, the differential equations associated with the Hamiltonian 
(1) derive from the canonical one-form 
(4) 
in the usual manner. Explicitly, they have the form 
dH aH 
i,=i--, 
az, 
j,= -i- 
azk 
(k = 1, 2, . ..) n). (5) 
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Iff(Z, Z), g(Z, Z) are any two convergent power series in the 2n variables 
Zk, z, (k = 1, 2, . ..) n) we associate with them their Poisson bracket 
(6) 
As is easily checked f := i { H,f} has the meaning of the time rate of change 
of the functionf under the flow induced by the Hamiltonian H in its phase 
space C” r 5X2”. 
In order to specify further the class of Hamiltonians (1) that we shall 
study in the present paper, we first remind the reader of the (Birkhoff) 
normal form theorem (see, e.g. [ 1, 2, 31) which in the present context can 
be phrased as follows: By successive canonical transformations the higher 
order terms in the Hamiltonian (1) can be brought, order by order, into a 
form in which they “commute” (i.e., have zero bracket) with the quadratic 
term. A particular case occurs if the quadratic term does not describe any 
resonances of order cm, but there is at least one resonance of order m. 
Using the notation 
(P, O> := i p,,Wk, IPI = i lpki 
k=l k=l 
(7) 
for p, o E R” the last statement means that a relation of type (p, co) = 0 for 
some p E Z’\{O} necessarily implies Jpj z m and in fact (g, o) = 0 for 
some ge Z”\(O) with Jgl = m. Under this condition the normal form 
theorem states that there exists a canonical transformation which brings 
the Hamiltonian into the form H = Ho + O,,,, where (m) is the greatest 
odd integer dm and H, := (co, N) + B(N) is a polynomial in the variables 
N, , N,, . . . . N, of degree (at most) f [ (m) - 11, B(N) comprising the non- 
linear terms. The symbol O,,, represents a convergent power series in the 
(Z, Z)-variables which begins with a term of order (m). Dropping it, 
leaves us with a Hamiltonian Ho which represents an integrable 
approximation to the Hamiltonian (1) the Nk’s playing the role of the n 
mutually commuting integrals of Ho. 
The flow of Ho stratifies the open dense subset (ZE C”: zk # 0, k = 1, 
2 , ..., n} of the phase space @” into invariant n-tori and KAM-theory 
asserts that under the condition m 2 5 and some non-degeneracy condition 
on the polynomial B(N) the fraction of n-tori in a sphere of radius r about 
the origin which survive the onslaught of the perturbation term O,,, 
approaches one as r decreases to zero. 
In the present paper we deal with the same class of Hamiltonians but 
make the assumption that m z 3 and B(N) G 0. Moreover, we restrict our 
attention to the case in which there exists a unique resonance of order m. 
505./a/2.2 
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There are several studies in the literature dealing with the cases n = 2 (e.g., 
see [4-lo]) and also with the case n = 3 (see [ll, 121). The only study we 
are aware of that deals with a class of Hamiltonians of n degrees of freedom 
which bears some similarities to our class is the study by Augusteijn and 
Breitenberger [AB] which at the time of this writing is distributed over 
four papers [13-161. In fact, our study grew out of an attempt to find a 
class of Hamiltonians for which it can be proved that (a generalization of) 
[AB]‘s “slow fluctuation approximation” gives a good description of the 
flow of the exact Hamiltonian, at least sufficiently close to the origin of 
phase space. This class turns out to be at the same time wider and 
narrower than the class described by these authors. It is wider because 
unlike [AB] we are able to include momentum dependent perturbations 
from the outset. (Indeed, V, being a function of Z, Z can be regarded as 
a function of both the position variables (xk)i= i and the momentum 
variables (yk)z= i). On the other hand certain Hamiltonians to which 
[AB] apply their approximation, as, e.g., the Henon-Heiles Hamiltonian, 
are excluded from our class, already by the requirement m >/ 3. Indeed, a 
straight forward application of the slow fluctuation method, as described 
by [AB] to the Henon-Heiles Hamiltonian would yield not a single one of 
the eight families of periodic orbits which are known to exist close to the 
origin of R4 (compare, e.g. [17]). 
For the benefit of the reader we repeat the characterization of the 
subclass of Hamiltonians (1) that will be studied in the sequel. This class 
is characterized by an integer m L 3 and the following conditions: 
(i) If (p, 0) =0 f or some p E P\{O} then Jp( 2 m and there is up to 
a sign precisely one n-tuple of integers g satisfying 1 gl = m and (g, o) = 0. 
(ii) The Birkhoff polynomial B(N) of degree i( (m ) - 1) in the 
variables (Nk)z! i vanishes identically. 
The assumptions (i) and (ii) imply that H has the normal form 
H=(o,N)+G(N)+Re(AM+)+O,+, (8) 
with the following meaning of the symbols 
0 if m is odd 
G(N) = polynomial homogeneous of degree m/2 
in the N,‘s if m is even, 
M .=zg.,zglp...$. n , where zfk has its usual meaning if g, 20, 
h&ver, ifk :I (ik)-gk = 2.2 . . . . . Z ( -g, factors) if g, < 0. We supple- 
ment the assumptions (i) and (ii) by the following assumption 
(iii) The complex number A in (8) is non-zero. 
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Note that whereas assumption (ii) is vacuous in the cases m = 3,4 it is 
a severe restriction for larger values of m. Together with the assumption 
(iii) it guarantees that the resonance “reaches down” to the equilibrium 
point 0 of H. In other words, the assumption (ii) is complementary to any 
non-degeneracy assumption of the Birkhoff polynomial B(N) which-via 
KAM theory-implies the existence of invariant n-tori in each 
neighborhood of the point 0.’ 
In the following we shall assume that g, > 0 and that the number A is 
real and positive. This can be assumed without loss of generality. Indeed, 
the first relation can always be achieved by an appropriate choice of the 
sign of g and a relabeling of the frequencies. 
The normalization of A on the other hand is accomplished by means of 
the exact symplectic transformation z1 + z, eial, c(~ = -g;’ arg A. 
Under the indicated normalization of A the Hamiltonian can be written 
in the form 
H=(w,N)+G(N)+AM,+O,+,, (9) 
where we have set M, = Re M,. For future reference we also set 
M*=ImM+, M,=g;‘N,, M- =M+ and note that the following 
bracket relations hold 
{Nk> M+ > = {Nk, zg> =gkM+ (k = 1, 2, . ..) n) (10) 
(M3, M,} =iM,, {A&, M2} = GM,. (11) 
Dropping the term O,, I in (9) we obtain a Hamiltonian K which again 
is integrable. Indeed, the following are n functionally independent com- 
muting integrals: K, R k := Nk - g,M, (k = 2, 3, . . . . n). The only non-trivial 
relation, the validity of which the last statement asserts is {R,, K} = 0 
(k = 2, . . . . n). However, this is an immediate consequence of the bracket 
relations (lo), (11). They can now be supplemented by 
{M,, M,} =; {M,, AL} = -;h’(R, M3), (12) 
where the prime denotes derivative with respect o M3 and h(R, M,) is the 
function 
h(R, M3) := Nlg’ = (g,M#’ fi (g,M, + Rk)lglr’. 
k=2 
(13) 
Here, Ntgi := n: = 1 Npl. 
’ Actually we may ignore assumption (ii) until Section 4 and meanwhile think of G(N) as 
representing the polynomial G(N) + B(N). 
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Our ultimate goal is to obtain rigorous results about the flow which the 
full Hamiltonian (9) induces near the origin 0 of the phase space Cc” z R*“. 
The method to extract such information has been explained by different 
authors for different classes of Hamiltonians (see [ 5-101). It basically 
consists of the following two steps: 
(I) Study the flow of the integrable approximation K, obtained by 
dropping the term of order m + 1 in (9). 
(II) Apply KAM-theory in order to extract rigorous information 
about the full Hamiltonian from the results found in I. 
Sections 2 and 3 are dedicated to the task I, whereas in Section 4, we try 
to tackle the program outlined under II. We are greatly helped in this 
endeavor by being able to apply a recent result of Poeschel [20]. 
Before closing this section we remark the assumption (i) characterizing 
our class of Hamiltonians implies that the g,‘s are mutually prime integers. 
By a standard result in elementary number theory it follows that there 
exists a n-tuple q of mutually prime integers so that 
(4, s> = 1. (14) 
2. THE INTEGRABLE APPROXIMATION 
The integrable approximation to H expressed in the variables 
R = ( Rk)E = 2 and M = (M, , M, , M3) has the form 
K= (co, R) +G(R, M,)+ AM,, (1) 
where we have identified the point R E OX”- ’ with the point (0, R) E [w” so 
that (w, R) = I”,= 2 w,R,. Furthermore, G(R, M3) is simply the function 
G(N), viewed as a function of R and M3. In order to study the 
Hamiltonian (1) we first determine the domain of variation of the integrals 
RE I?- ‘. For this purpose we introduce the sets 6p+, yO, y- of indices 
k = 1, 2, . ..) n for which g, is positive, zero, and negative, respectively. Note 
that 1 E Ca, , but that j- (and fO) may be empty. Setting again R, = 0, we 
define the functions 
Y,(R)= Tkm1,2 (4 Ia -‘I. (2) 
Since 1 E da, we find y+(R) > 0 where the equal sign holds if for all 
k~$+\{l} R,>O, in particular if $+ = Cl}. Also, y-(R)= co if $- =a. 
The domain L@ of variation of R is now defined by the condition that at 
each point RE~C [w”-’ the following three properties hold: 
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(i) The minimum in (2) is taken on precisely one integer off+ and 
in case ye # 0, precisely on one integer of y.-, 
(ii) Y+(R)<Y-(R), 
(iii) R, > 0 for k E 20. 
Note that in view of (ii) R E 9 implies Rk > 0 for k E Ye . By defining the 
domain 9 in this manner we have removed from the natural domain of 
variation of R a set of measure zero. But in doing so we have avoided the 
consideration of an array of exceptions to general statements about the 
flow of K induced in its phase space. In particular we have avoided what 
the authors Breitenberger and Augusteijn call the “confluence of two low 
order amplitudes,” which precisely occurs when the minimum in (2) is 
assumed on two different integers k, 1 E y+ (or & ) with 1 g, 1 = Ig, 1 = 1. 
(For instance if k, IE y+ this would mean R, = R, < Rig,: ’ for 
jG+\P, 4.1 
Note that the domain 9 is the disjoint union of the open connected 
sets 9(k) := {RE~:~+(R)= -R,g;‘}, where ktzy+. Alternatively, if 
$- # 0, 9 is the disjoint union of the open connected sets 9(k) := 
(RE~:~_(R)= -R,g;‘j, where ke$-. 
Given RE 9, the domain of variation of M, is the closure of the open 
interval I, := ]y + (R), y _ (R)[ which by requirement (ii) on 9 always is 
non-empty. In the following we keep in mind that for R ~9 and 
M, E ] y + (R), y ~ (R)[ we have zk # 0 for all k = 1, 2, . . . . n, but if R E 9(j) 
(jEfl+ u$-) and M,= -Rjg,-‘, we still have zk # 0 for k #j, but z, = 0. 
Correspondingly, the polynomial h(R, M3) in the variable M, (see (1.13)) 
has a zero of order 1 gj 1 at M, = -R/g,: ‘. 
The following Lemma gives a complete description of the submanifold 
6” := {ZE@“: R=constantEg}. (3) 
LEMMA 1. &‘R is a bundle of (n - l)-tori over the base variety, defined by 
the zero-set 9, of the function 
f (R, M) := +(M; + M: - h(R, M3)), 
on Iw3 (i.e., M-space). 
M3 EIR (4) 
Stated differently this means that for R E 9, FR is a principal fiber bundle 
over YR with toroidal Lie group T”- ‘. Note also that 9’R is a surface of 
revolution about the M,-axis. It is smooth everywhere with the possible 
exception of the two points of intersection with the M,-axis which 
correspond to the endpoints of I,. If RE9 (j) (jey+ nf-), -R,g,’ is 
an endpoint of ZR, and one easily checks that the corresponding point on 
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YR is a regular point, a corner, or a cusp, depending on whether 1 gj 1 = 1, 
lgjI =2 or j/r,1 >2. 
Proof of Lemma 1. We define a map rc:Cn -+ R3 by setting n(z) =M, 
where M = (M, , M,, M,) was defined after Formula (1.9). Since 
Mf + Mi = M, M_ = h(R, M3), we see that the image of 6fR under rc is 
contained in Y,. Now let M be an arbitrary point of YR. We shall show 
that, regardless of whether or not M is regular or singular, n - ‘(M) is a 
(n - l)-torus. Indeed, if we assume first that M is regular, then K’(M) is 
a n-tuple of non-zero complex numbers zk = ( Rk + g, M,) ‘I2 eicak 
(k = 1, 2, . ..) n) whose phases must satisfy 
<g,4>=x, (5) 
where x := arg M, agrees with what [AB] call combined phase. The last 
equation possesses the general solution bk = xqk + tlk (modulo integral 
multiples of 27r), where the integers qk were defined in (1.14) and the Q’S 
are arbitrary real numbers satisfying (a, g) = 0 (e.g., Q, c(~, . .. . a, are com- 
pletely arbitrary and a, = -x7= 2 g,g r i aI). In conclusion we see that for 
M, E JR, n-‘(M) is a (n - 1)-torus which by construction is contained in 
gR. If R~.9(j), ke 2+ u JC and M is the singular point (0, 0, -Rig,:‘) 
then n-‘(M) = ( z: zj = 0, zk = ( Rk - gkg,- ’ R, ) “* eyk for k #j} with the 
4:s (k #j) completely arbitrary, so that C’(M) is again a (n - 1)-torus. 
LEMMA 2. The flow on the base variety yi, induced by K is governed by 
the “Euler-like” equations 
II;I=VKxVf,, (6) 
where fR(M) =f (R, M). More explicitly M obeys the system of differential 
equations 
A& = -G’(R, M3) M, 
n;r, = G’(R, M,) M, + 4 h’(R, M3) 
&l,=AM,. 
(7) 
Here, the prime means derivative with respect to M, 
Proof The commutation relations (1.1 1 )-( 12) can be combined into 
the equations 
{Mkr Ml} = i .f: EkGVjfR(M), 
j=l 
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where &@ has the usual meaning ( = )l depending on whether klj is an 
even or odd permutation of 123, = zero otherwise). Hence, for I= 1, 2, 3 
h&, = i{ K, M,} = i 1 VkK(Mk, M,} 
k=l 
= - C EkijVkKVjfR 
k,j= I 
or 
ti=VKxVf,. 
Substituting into the last equation the explicit value of K given in Eq. (1) 
we obtain the Eqs. (6). 
Remark 1. 9, can also be viewed as orbit space of the action of the 
group T”- ’ defined by the combined flow of the Hamiltonians ( Rk)z = 2 on 
the level manifold R = const. E 9. Obviously this action is the product of 
the n - 1 circle actions 
Sk:z, +e-i~kgl’BkZ1, zj + z, e”Jh@k (j = 2, 3, . ..) n) for k = 2, 3, . . . . n. 
Remark 2. The set of degenerate tori, more precisely the set of toroidal 
orbits of T”- ’ of dimension <n - 1 forms a set of measure zero. Namely, 
it is represented by the boundary of the set 59 in R-space, i.e., by R-values 
that violate at least one of the defining properties (i), (ii), (iii) of 9 
mentioned at the beginning of the present section, in the sense that in (ii) 
and (iii) inequality is replaced by equality. Moreover, tori of dimension n 
correspond to closed orbits on the surface yX. Since these orbits fill a dense 
open subset of the surface, as will become especially clear from its represen- 
tation given in the next section, it follows that the n-tori till an open dense 
stratum in phase space. 
3. ALTERNATIVE REPRESENTATION OF THE FLOW OF K 
In this section we present an alternative realization of our reduced 
manifold yX. Some statements of Augusteijn and Breitenberger are cast 
into mathematical language and applied to the present class of 
Hamiltonians. We consider the following diffeomorphism Y’,: lQ3 (coor- 
dinates M) + Iw3 (coordinates x) 
x=AMZ, y=M,, z = G( R, MJ + AM, (1) 
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with inverse 
M,=A-‘(z-G(R,y)), M,=A-‘x,M,=y. (2) 
In the new variables the zero-set off,(M) has the representation 
9fR: x2 + (z - G(R, y))’ = F(R, y)‘. 
Here F(R, y) = A Jm. 
(3) 
(4) 
The advantage of this representation of L& is that the flow lines of K are 
simply obtained by intersecting our surface with planes z = const. Since it 
is easy to visualize the surface YR the flow of K can be surveyed with one 
glance. 
In order to picture the surface 9, we note that a plane y = const. inter- 
sects it in a circle of radius F(R, y) centered at the point (0, y, G(R, y)). 
In other words the surface CYR looks like a “sausage” with center line 
z = G(R, y) and circular crossection of radius F(R, y) extending over the 
interval I, on the y-axis. (See Fig. 1.) 
Indeed, at an endpoint of this interval the radius of the “sausage” shrinks 
to zero. Obviously, the “sausage” is cut in half through its center line by 
the y-z-plane. The boundary of this longitudinal cut consists of the graphs 
of the two functions 
z = F,(R, Y) := W, Y) f F(R Y). (5) 
In order to discuss the flow of K at an endpoint of our surface YR we 
FIG. 1. Sample Surface Y,. 
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assume R E 9(j) for some j E j+ u JC . Then an endpoint is at the position 
P,=(O,y,, G(R,y,)), where y,:= -R,g,:'. We have F(R,y,)=O and 
fm if Ig,-l= 1 forjEy* 
F’(R ~0) = +rk if Igjl =2forjE#* 
0 if lgil >2. 
Here, 
r + :=2A ~j(R,r~Rj)'gk"2>0. 
The last formula shows that the endpoint P, of the surface yX is smooth, 
a corner or a cusp, depending on whether 1 gj I = 1, I gj 1 = 2, or I gj I > 2. 
Since P, is the image under Y’, of a point on the M,-axis in the original 
representation of the base variety yR of our torus bundle this result just 
confirms our previous result about such points. However, since the differen- 
tial Eqs. (2.7) are transformed into the form 
i=G'(R,y)(z-G(R,y))+ &A2h'(R,y) 
j = x, i = 0, 
(6) 
we see that P, is a critical point ( =cp) of K, provided only that lgjl > 2. 
Since the flow lines are level lines of z the following results are immediate: 
In the case lgjl > 2 the equilibrium point is stable, provided only that 
G'(R, yO) # 0. In the case I gjl = 2 the equilibrium point P, is a corner of 
the surface L$. We first note that r f > 0 implies that at least one of the 
derivatives F', (R, y,) must be different from zero. Assume FA(R, y,) # 0 
(a = + 1). If p<s the smallest positive integer so that F?J(R, y,,) # 0 then P, 
is stable iff FL(R, y,)F?J(R, y,) (gj)ptl>O. 
As already mentioned above in the case ( gj I = 1 the surface 9, is smooth 
at P, with vertical plane so that P, is a regular point of the flow of K. The 
simple proof of this fact is based on the implicit function theorem. Taking 
into account that F has a representation 
F(R,y)=~(R,y)(Rjfy)“*, f(=(R, TRj) #O, 
we observe that the function LZ'(R, P) :=@(R, y)*(R,+y)-(z- G(R, y))* 
-x2 of P:= (x,y, z) vanishes at the point P,:= (0, fR,, G(R, TR,)). 
Moreover, since 9, JR, P,) = +fi(R, T R,)* # 0, the implicit function 
theorem implies that yX has a representation y= Y,(x, z, R) in a 
neighborhood of P,. Here Y,, is a real analytic function of its variables. 
It is also clear that under sufficiently small variations of R in $3 the 
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nature of the endpoint P, of the surface 9, does not change. Only if we 
cross the boundary from some domain 9(j) to some other domain 9(k) 
(k #j) the “sausage” undergoes an abrupt change at that endpoint. Again 
keeping in mind that flow lines of K are obtained by cutting the surface 9R 
with planes parallel to the x-y-plane we recognize immediately the truth of 
the following: 
THEOREM. Besides possibly the endpoints of our sausage-like surface (see 
discussion above) the critical points of (the pow of) K coincide precisely with 
the cp’s of the graphs of the functions (5) in the interval I,. Relative maxima 
of F, and relative minima of F_ are stable critical points of K whereas all 
other cp’s of F, and F_ give rise to unstable cp’s of K. 
It is again a simple application of the implicit function theorem to prove 
that if F,, has a relative extremum at (R,, yO) which is non-degenerate (i.e., 
so that Fi(R,, y,) # 0) then there exists a neighborhood of R, in 9 and a 
function y,(R) defined in that neighborhood so that F, has a critical point 
at (R, y,,(R)). Obviously, the character of the critical point is preserved 
under such a continuation. 
In order to say something in the case of a degenerate critical point, 
assume that FL(R,, yo)=Fi(Ro,yo)=O, but a:=Fy(R,,y,)#O and also 
b := (V.Fi)(R,, y,) # 0. Then the Taylor expansion of FA(R, y) about 
(R,, y,) assumes the form 
C(Ry)=$a (Y-yd2+ (6 R-R,)+~.JRy), (7) 
1 
where F,(R, y) is of order two in R-R, and of order 3 in q := y - y,. 
Restricting this function to the line segment R = R, + e t2 (t = small real 
number, e = unit vector = (R - R,) (R - R, 1~ ‘) and setting k(e, t2, n) = 
(l/t’) FJR,, + et2, y, + v) the right side of (7) becomes 
ian2+t2(b,e)+t2k(e, t’,n). 
This expression vanishes for 
q=t 
1 
112 
-~l(b,e)+k(e,t’,v)l} . 
Assuming that R lies on the positive side of the plane ( - b/a, R - R,) = 0, 
that is to say ( -b/a, R-R,) > 0, we see that the implicit function 
theorem guarantees the existence of a real analytic function Y(e, t) defined 
for t2e lying in some open neighborhood of the origin of Iw”-’ and having 
the property that for all those values (e, t): (R, + t2e, y, + tY(e, t)) is a 
critical point of F,(R, y). We collect this result and some easy consequences 
of the foregoing considerations into a theorem. 
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THEOREM. Zf F, has a degenerate critical point (R,, y,,) with a : = 
Ff(R,, yO) # 0 and b = V,Fi(R,, yO) # 0 then for R sufficiently close to 
RO, F0 possesses two or no critical points depending on whether R lies on the 
positive or negative side of the plane ( -b/a, R - R, > = 0. In the first case 
the two q’s have opposite stability character. 
4. CONTINUATION OF THE (n- 1 )-TORI 
Clearly, to every critical point of K on Sp, (R E ~8) there exists an 
invariant (n - 1 )-torus with frequencies near ok (k = 2, 3, . . . . n). Moreover, 
if for a certain value R = c* E 9 the critical point is non-degenerate then 
this is also true for R = c varying in a sufliciently small neighborhood of c*. 
This means that each such critical point actually gives rise to a (n - l)- 
parametric family of (n - 1)-tori and we expect KAM-theory to predict 
that the majority of these tori will survive the onslaught of the perturbation 
term 0m + i in (1.9). In order to analyze the situation more closely we 
first set 5 = (2~) ‘I2 cos x, q = (2~)“~ sin x, where x was defined in (2.5) 
and obtain K= (w, R) + K, with K, = G(R, y) + (F(R, y)/&) 5. The 
associated canonical l-form in the new variables is 
@=(R,dq4)-qd{. (1) 
Now assume that y,(R) E I, is the y-coordinate of a relative extremum of 
F,(R, y), i.e., Fi(R, y,(R)) = 0. The associated (relative) equilibrium point 
of K is located at l,(R):= r~ J-j, q = 0 in the t-q-plane. Indeed, 
evaluation of K, at a general point (l, 0) (5 # 0) on the l-axis yields 
K,(R, r, 0) = FJR, f<‘), where (T = sgn g so that 
K,,,(&XU=U’; R,; . ( ) 
Also, 
The second derivatives evaluated at (to, 0) are 
K,,,,(R, to, 0) = t; C’ = ~Y,C’(R, yo), 
K,,,,(R, LO) = - G(~Y,)-’ F(R YO) 
K,,,,,W, to> 0) = 0. 
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Hence, the Hamiltonian K, has the expansion about (&,, 0) of the form 
K,(R 5, v) = FAR YO) + i Cb&‘(R yo)(5 - 50)~ 
- a(2y,))l F(R, yO) ~‘1 + higher order terms. (2) 
Note that K, appears as a term in the full Hamiltonian 
H=(w,R)+K,(R,~,r)+~~+,, (3) 
which is homogenous of degree m (m 2 3) in the sense that 
K1(J.*R, A<, 2~) = 1” K,(R, 5, q). Stretching ‘variables according to the 
scheme 
R=E%, t = E3f, ?j = E3ij, H=c?fi 
and dropping the carets over the stretched variables we obtain 
H= (co, R) +E~(“~*) K,(R, l, rj)+O(~~“‘-~)). (4) 
In order to take into account that R actually varies in the neighborhood 
of a point c E 9 for which the associated cp (to(c), 0) is non-degenerate we 
further set 
Again dropping the carets we obtain 
H=~(w'c)+<w,R)+~'"'-~K~(c,S~(C),O) 
+E 3m-6 
{( 
=1 
do (G to(c), 01, R 
> 
+; E&3(c) Ei”(c, Ye) 5* 
-@y,(c))-’ F(c, ye(c)) v2 
1 
+ O(E3m-5). (5) 
Dropping the constant term yields the following expression for the 
Hamiltonian 
H= ~+E’~-~~(c,~,,(c)),R)+E~“~~Q(~,~,?,+~(E’~-’), 
( 
(6) 
where Q(c, 5, q) is quadratic in 5,~. 
Subjecting 5, v] to an appropriate symplectic transformation we can 
achieve that Q(c, 5, yl) has the following form Q(c, 5, q) = d,(c) q(t, q) with 
4(5, v)= 1 
-t(r’+r”) if oFi(c, yO(c)) <O 
gv if aFi(c, yO(c)) > 0 (7) 
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and 
d,(c) := flClC(c, h(C)) I F(G Y&w*. (8) 
The two distinct normal forms of Q correspond to the case of a stable and 
unstable equilibrium point (to(c), 0), respectively. 
Before discussing the question of continuation of the invariant (n - l)- 
torus corresponding to the equilibrium point ( tO( c), 0) of K on g. we not only 
assume that the value c* E 9 in whose neighborhood c varies has the property 
that the c.p (tO(c*), 0) is non-degenerate but in addition we require that 
the (n - 1) by (n - 1)-matrix with entries (8’E;b/aR,dR,)(c*, y,(c*)) is non- 
singular so that the association c + a := (aF,/aR)(c, JJJC)) defines a local 
diffeomorphism. The Hamiltonian (6) now becomes 
H= (w + KU, R) + Ed, q(5, r) + O(E~“-~), (9) 
where K := E~“-~ and by solving the equations a = (dF,/iZJR)(c, ye(c)) 
for c: c = c(a) we have replaced c by c(a) everywhere. In particular, 
d,(a)=d,(c(a)) by abuse of notation. Also the term O(E~“-~) depends 
analytically on a in some cube WJa*) centered at a* = (dFJYR)(c*, yo(c*)) 
whose sides are 2p > 0. The continuation of the (n - 1)-torus, associated 
with our equilibrium point from the integrable approximation to the full 
Hamiltonian follows a completely different pattern in the cases n = 2 and 
n > 3. In the case n = 2 we apply Poincart’s method of continuation of 
periodic solutions. For this purpose we write the formula expressing energy 
conservation in the form H = (w2 + w*). C (C = const.) and solve it for 
-R,: 
-R2= -C+sTq(& ~)+Lo(E~~-~). 
Introducing the new time variable 4 = & we note that the flow on the 
energy surface is again Hamiltonian with “time’‘-dependent Hamiltonian 
n := K d,(a) q(<, v) + 0(&3”-5). 
a2 
(10) 
Following the trajectories from +=O to 4 = 2n we define the so called 
Poincart map 
(11) 
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with 
Since these functions vanish for 5 = 0, q = 0 and also 
the implicit function theorem guarantees the continuation of the fixed point 
of the map (11) and therefore also the continuation of the associated 
periodic solution. 
The case n > 3 to the author’s knowledge has not been dealt with in the 
literature except in one special case [ 191. A straight forward application of 
KAM-theory is impossible due to the fact that for E = 0 the Hamiltonian is 
highly degenerate. In order to get some feeling about the problem at hand 
we consider the unstable case, i.e., the Hamiltonian system 
H=(~+E”u,R)+E”A,(~)~~+O(E~+‘) 
O= (R,dq5)-qd<. 
(12) 
Here, R = (R2, R,, . . . . R,) E R”- ’ and 4 is the associated vector of angle 
variables, O(.sS + ‘) is a convergent power series in E, beginning with a term 
of order s + 1 whose coefficients are real analytic (also called “smooth” in 
the following) in the variables R, 4, 5, q, a and periodic in the variables 4. 
Here the variables R, 5, q are assumed to vary in some neighborhood of 
the origin of R” + ’ and the variable a in some closed cube qP(a*) with side 
2p, centered at a* E R”-i. We also assume that A, is smooth in wP(a*). We 
proceed by comparing our Hamiltonian with the Hamiltonian 
L= (v+&“+l A, R > + C(CI + e/3) 5q+ qY+ ‘) (13) 
which according to a theorem of J. Moser [18] with suitable functions 
L(a, a, E), /I(a, IX, E) has a quasiperiodic solution with characteristic numbers 
(v, 0, E%, --E’ a) provided only that v E Q(y) for some positive y. Here 
Q(y) is the collection of all frequency vectors satisfying the irrationality 
condition 
l(V>P)l2Y IPI-’ (14) 
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for some fixed r >n -2 and all PE Z”-‘\(O). Equating the two 
Hamiltonians L and H yields the equations 
v+.9+1A=c0+6Sa 
a + E/I = d,(a). 
(15) 
The idea is now to show that, for y sufficiently small, there are frequency 
vectors v EC?(~) so that the system (15) has a solution a(E) for E varying in 
some interval I,, contained in the positive s-axis. Since for EJ 0 the 
neighborhood of o from which v can be picked shrinks to the point w it 
is clear that we cannot expect the interval to contain the origin of the 
s-axis. We are therefore led to suspect the truth of the following Theorem 
whose proof is delegated to an appendix. 
THEOREM. For every frequency vector v E R” - I sufficiently close to o and 
satisfying an irrationality condition of type (14) with y sufficiently small the 
Hamiltonian (12) possess an invariant (n - 1)-torus of type 
which exists for E varying in a small open interval I, c 10, 00 [. Moreover, the 
characteristic numbers of the quasi periodic solution, supported by this 
invariant torus, are 
(VT 0, ESC(,(F), -EStl,(E)) 
(0 = origin of 5X”- ‘), where a, is a smooth function of E E I,. 
An analogous statement also holds in the case of a Hamiltonian (12) 
with 5~ replaced by - i(t’+ q2), (stable case) provided the irrationality 
condition is strengthened to read 
I(v,P)-k~,(v-~)l~(IpI + I)-’ (16) 
for all p E Z” ~ ’ and k = 0, + 1, + 2 with 1 pi + Jkl # 0 and also the condition 
(17) 
is satisfied. The characteristic numbers of the quasiperiodic solutions are 
(v, 0, ia,( -ia,( with a suitable function a*(v). 
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The proof of the second part of this theorem is based on a recent result 
of Poeschel [20]. Application of the theorem to our class of Hamiltonians 
H (with s = 3m - 6) implies that if for some value R = c* the flow induced 
by K on 9, has a non-degenerate critical point then to each frequency 
vector v sufficiently close to o and satisfying the irrationality condition (14) 
with y sufliciently small there exist smooth functions C,,(E), u,($, E), u,($, E), 
E,,($, E), r,(lC/, E), defined for EEI, (I, interval contained in (0, co)) and 
*ELK- so that C,(F) has values close to c* and the remaining four 
functions are periodic in $ E IF!“- ’ with period 27~ and so that the (n - l)- 
torus: 
R = c6 C,(E) f c9 u,($, E), 4 = Ic/ + 8% ($3 6) 
5 = E3 MC,(E)) + 2 K(II/, E), rl= ~Ti4e 8) 
is invariant under the flow of H. If the cp (tO(c*), 0) of K on yX is unstable 
we expect the associated family of tori to have the same property. 
However, no such relationship can be expected to hold in case the cp is 
stable. Note that E is of the order of the eighth root of the absolute value 
of the energy. It follows therefore that even though a sufficiently small 
neighborhood about the origin is filled with invariant tori, each individual 
torus does not exist for arbitrary small energies and is thus confined to a 
spherical shell about the origin in which the absolute value of the energy 
is neither too large nor too small. 
5. A MODEL HAMILTONIAN 
In this section we consider the Hamiltonian 
H=o,N, +u~N~+o.I~N~+BN,N~+A Re(zTg,), (1) 
where A, B are positive constants and in which we assume the unique 
resonance condition o3 = 30, of order ~4. Accordingly, we have g, = 3, 
g,= -1, g,=O and f+ ={l}, J$= {2}, y-=(3}. In particular, 
m := 1 g( = 4. Moreover, we find 
G(N) = BN1 N,, h(N) = N;N,. 
Introducing the R-variables 
R,=N,, R,=N,+fN,=N,+y, y=M3=$N1 
so that N, = 3y, N2 = RZ, N, = R, - y the functions F and G become 
G(R Y) = 3 BY R,, F(R, y) = A(~Y)~“(R, -y)“‘. 
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This leads to the expressions 
F,(R,y)= 3 By R, + c~.4(3y)~'~(R~ -y)"*,
F:(R, y)= 3BR, +y [9(3y)"*(R3 -~)"~-(3y)~'~(R~ -Y)-"~], 
-~F~(R,Y)F(R,Y)=~~~Y(R~--I;)-'[~~'-~(R,-~~)'~, (2) 
where r~= fl. 
Since y+(R) = 0, y ~ (R) = R,, y remains confined to the interval 10, R3[. 
Also, the domain of variation of R is 9 := {(R,, R,): R, >O, RJ >O}. 
Figure 2 depicts the intersection of the surface 9” with the y-z-plane. It 
shows three critical points P,, P2, P, of which P, appear to be unstable 
whereas P,, P3 appear to be stable. We shall, show that whereas P, is 
present for all values of R the unstable-stable pair P,, P, is only present 
if 
(3) 
and is not present if the opposite inequality holds. We set 
C= (2/$)(B/A), y = R3 sin’ $ (0 < $ < 742). It is then an easy computa- 
tion to show that the vanishing of F;(R, y) is equivalent to 
sin 3* = -G’CI cos *, cr=cc(R):=CR2R,'. 
Since the graph of sin 311/ in the interval 10, 7c/2[ looks as in Fig. 3 we see 
that it always intersects the graph of the function - aa cos t+b for u = + 1 at 
a value ti3 E ] 743, 7c/2[, giving rise to the stable critical point P, with 
FIG. 2. Intersection of surface yX of our example with y-z-plane. 
505/83:2-3 
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FIG. 3. Graph of sin 314. 
y-coordinate y,(R) = R, sin’ ti3. The stability of P, either follows from the 
figure or from the formula 
sgn cr Fi(R, y) = sgn[8(sin2$ - f)‘- t], (4) 
which is obtained by substituting y = R, sin2$ into Formula (2). Since 
$3~ ]n/3,7c/2[ we find a< sin* ij3 < 1, i.e., Ft(R, y) ~0, proving the 
stability of P,. 
Obviously, the pair of critical points P, , ‘P2 is exactly present iff for some 
ij E ]0,71/3 [:u cos II/ <sin 3+. We shall show that this is the case if c( 
satisfies the inequality c1< GIN .- $ [2 J? - 31 ‘I* which is readily shown 
to be equivalent to inequality (3). For this purpose it is sufficient o prove 
the 
LEMMA. The graphs of the functions sin 31c/ and cq, cos $ touch each other 
above a value tiO which is determined by tan tiO = (a,/fi), $0 E ]0,7c/3[, i.e., 
t+bo = 0.598030948. 
Proof The conditions for touching are 
ct cos II/ = sin 3*, -asin$=3cos3*. (5) 
In view of the trigonometric identities sin 3$ = sin $ (3 cos* $ - sin* $), 
cos 31j = cos $ (cos* Ic/ - 3 sin’ $) we obtain by eliminating c( from Eqs. (5) 
the quadratic equation $u=(3u-1)(3-u)-’ for u:=tan*$. Solving it 
yields the stated value for $O. The corresponding value a, is then readily 
obtained from one of Eqs. (5). 
In order to prove that the critical points (PI, P2) form an 
unstable-stable pair we only have to show that the function 
rj + 8(sin2 II/ - $)’ - $ has a simple zero at ijo, a task which is readily 
accomplished. If (I(/i)i=I 2 E 10, n/3 [ are the angles tj associated with P, , P2 
(so that y,(R) = R, sin* tii (i = 1,2)) are their y-coordinates) then 
tj, < lc10 <ij2 and it follows that the above function is positive for II/ = $, 
and negative for II/ = $*. Hence we conclude from Eq. (4) 
-F”(R,y,(R))>O, -F”(R, yz(R))<O. 
These inequalities prove our stability assertion. 
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APPENDIX 
In this appendix we present a proof of the main theorem of Section 4. 
The proof of the first part which deals with the unstable case is much sim- 
pler than the one in the stable case and therefore will be dealt with first. 
As already indicated in Section 4 we have to solve the system (4.15) for the 
variable a. In these equations i, /l are smooth functions of the variables 
a, c(, E in some domain (0 < 6 <p/4): 
Ju - a*1 < 46, Jet--a*1 <46, O<E<d‘,. (AlI 
Actually, the functions ;1, b also depend on v eSZ(y) (where Q(y) was 
defined in (4.14)). However, the dependence of the domain (A.1 ) on v is 
only reflected in the dependence of E~ on y (see [ 183). In the following 
(8,) i= 1, 2, 3 will denote positive constants, all dependent on y, 6, such 
that 0 < Ed d Ed < E, . 
Viewing first a, = (v - 0)/s” in Eqs. (4.15) as independent variable they 
can be written in the form 
a = a, + d(u, LY, E), c1= d(U) - &fi(U, CC, E) (A21 
which for E = 0 have the solution a = a,, c1= d(a,). Here, and in the sequel 
we omit the subscript (T on d,(a) and for definiteness assume that CY= 1 so 
that d(a) is positive. The modifications of the arguments in the case 
0 = - 1 are minor and are left to the reader. 
Applying the implicit function theorem to Eqs. (A.2) we obtain smooth 
functions A(a,, E), B(a,, E) defined in some domain %&(a*) x [0, Ed) so that 
U=U,+EA(U,, E), U= d(Ur~) + @a,, E) (A3) 
solves the system (A.2). Now we choose y so small that each cube $?&(a*) 
contains at least one point of Q(y). We fix s0 in the interval (0, sZ) and 
choose 
v E w + E; %$(a*). 
Then there exists an open interval I, c (0, s2) containing s0 with the 
property that for EGZ, 
Uo(&) := (v -w) &CSE g6(u*), 
It follows that the functions 
U(E) := U&C) + EA(U,(E), E), 
CL(E) := d(q)(E)) + E B(U,(&), E) 
(A4) 
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solve our system (A.2) so that the proof of the first part of our theorem is 
now complete. Note that since v = o + Y aO(s) E ‘+&(a*), is the frequency 
vector of our quasiperiodic solution it is close to the frequency vector w as 
was to be expected. 
We now turn to the proof of the second part of our theorem, i.e., to the 
continuation of our family of (n - 1)-tori, in the stable case. The relevant 
Hamiltonian now has the form 
H= (~+&~a, R) -~“.~d(a)(5~+~~)+Co(~~+‘), (A51 
where cO(s” +’ ) has the same meaning as already described in connection 
with the Hamiltonian (4.12). The following existence proof will make 
decisive use of the fact that the function d(a) is not only positive in some 
neighborhood of a* but also positively homogeneous of degree one. In our 
application of the theorem this is indeed the case for the following reason. 
The functions F(R, y), G(R, y), F, (R, y) of the variables (R, y) are all 
homogeneous of degree Irn. It follows that ye(R) as solution of the equa- 
tion F!+ (R, yO( R)) = 0 is homogeneous of degree one and consequently that 
d(c), as defined in (4.8), is positively homogeneous of degree irn - 1 in c. 
Since the same is true for a := (~F+/~R) (c, y,(c)) it follows that A, viewed 
as a function of the variable a, is positively homogeneous of degree one. 
Our proof of the second part of our main theorem is based on the 
following theorem of Poeschel [20]. 
THEOREM (Poeschel). Let A be a set in [w” and h >O and let 
Ah= [VEUYQ dist(v, A) < h] be a complex neighborhood of A. Let 
a: Ah -+ @” be a real analytic map whose Jacobian is bounded by some 
positive constant M. Assume P is a real analytic function of the variables 
I$, R, v E C” and 4, n EC” varying in the domain [k lIm $1 a, < r] x &?O x Ah, 
where 
&,= CR, L rl: lRll-=~~, 1412<0, lrll <aI. 
Assume that P is periodic in the &variables with period 271 so that it has a 
Fourier expansion. 
p= 1 p, eick.#>. 
ktB” 
Poeschel associates with P the norm 
IIf? r.c,h’ c 1MPkib.h elk”, 
kaZ” 
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where MPI, is obtained from P, by replacing all coefficients in the expansion 
with respect o the variables ik = (l/,/2)(<, -I- ink) and [k (k = 1,2, . . . . m) by 
their absolute value. The vertical lines with the subscripts o, h signtfy the 
sup-norm of the resulting function over the set .9Y0 x Ah. Ignoring an additive 
constant which only depends on v let 
be a normal form Hamiltonian describing a quasi periodic solution with 
characteristic numbers (v, 0, ia( - ict(v)). Choose a number r0 satisfying 
0 < r0 < r/2. Then there exists a function Y(r,) and an absolute constant 8 so 
that tf the perturbation is sufficiently small in the sense that 
then, there exists a Cantor set A, and a transformation 
9”: % ~ 2ro, a/2 x A, + LSr,, x A, 
which is symplectic and real analytic for fixed v E A, (and Whitney-smooth 
in v) such that 
(N+P)oF=N,+P,, 
where N, is a normal form of the same type as N and the lowest order term 
in P, is of degree 3 in the new variables which are again denoted by 5, n, R, 
R being viewed as a quantity of order two. Thus, in the new variables R = 0, 
5 = n = 0 for each v E A, represents an invariant torus supporting a 
quasiperiodic solution with characteristic numbers (v, 0, icl,( v), - ia,( v)). 
The Cantor set A,, has the property that for v E A, 
I(P, v> - (k ~(v)>l &lD(lpl) (A61 
for all PEZ”, kcZ” with (p( + Ik( #O and Ik( ~2. Here D(t) is a so called 
approximation function which in our application will be D(t) = (1 + t)” and 
Y(r) is related to it in a canonical way (see [20]). In our case we may actually 
set l/!P(r) = K rr + ’ where K is a suitable constant hat only depends on z. 
In order to show that A, is non-empty for sufficiently small y, it suffices 
to show that A is essentially non-resonant, i.e., that for all p of ;2” that belong 
to one of the closed convex hulls of the sets %“:= { (k,V,u(v)): VEA} 
(0 < Ikl < 2) the inequalities 
hold on A. 
I(P, v> - (k 4v))l >y/D(lp)) 
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Now we apply Poeschel’s theorem to our Hamiltonian H which we write 
in the form 
where P is a real analytic functions of the variables 4, R, a and 5, 4, E 
varying in the domain [& IIm 41 c4 < r] x BD x Cg x [0, si]. Here B0 = 
[R, tJ, q: 1 RI, < cr2, 151 < rr, 1~1 <a] and C$ is a complex neighborhood of 
~~(a*)andO<~~<l,O<~<p/2.Fixr,~(O,r/2),~,~(0,~,)insuchaway 
that o-* .s;S+’ llP\l Tr~,h,EO<8/2y[Y(yO)(M+ l)]“, where M=sup{IVd(a): 
n~gJu*)} and 8 is the same absolute constant as above. 
Since, as we already observed, d(u) is positively homogeneous of degree 
one, by a change of variable a -+ v = w + &;a we can write our Hamiltonian 
for E = s0 in the form. 
H(E,,)= (v, R) +GL(V) #2+q2)+~;;+1 P, 
where a(v):= -d(v -0). To this Hamiltonian Poeschel’s theorem is 
applicable with the domain of variation A of the frequency vector v being 
defined in terms of the variable a = (v - w)/e; varying through the set 
%tu* I 
In order to see that WJu*) is essentially non-resonant for 6 sufficiently 
small we argue as folows. Since in view of assumption (4.17), IVd(u*)l # 0, 
we can choose 6 so small that IVd(u)-Vd(a*)l < iIVd(u*)l for all 
a E %?&(a*). Then the closed convex hull of the set 9?:= [kVd(u): a E %?Ju*)] 
is contained in a ball of radius Ikl $IVA(a*)J about the point 
kVA(u*)(O < Ikl < 2). In particular, it avoids the origin of KY-‘. Moreover, 
since these sets are contained in a double cone with axis VA(u*), formed 
by the pencil of straight lines through the origin along the vectors VA(u), 
UE%?~(U*), we see that our assumption (4.17) implies that for all PE H”-’ 
belonging to the closed convex hull of the sets $(O < \kl 6 2) we have 
(p, o) # 0. This observation finishes the proof that %Ju*) is essentially 
non-resonant for sufficiently small 6. All assumptions of Poeschel’s theorem 
are satisfied for H(E,,): This Hamiltonian possesses an invariant torus 8, 
corresponding to each v lying in some Cantor set (%Ju*)), with y suf- 
ficiently small. Since (v-o) E-~E%?~~(u*) and also es+’ lIPIIr,O,h,E remains 
sufftciently small for E in some small interval I, containing sO, but avoiding 
0, the torus actually exists for E E I,. Our theorem is proved. 
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